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magine you are a homeowner with a vision for the
pool you want built. You know precisely what you
want but have no clue as to how to turn your dream into
a reality. Those are the types of projects Natures Creations
enjoys tackling. “We’re shapers of flowing water,” says
David Schneider, owner and head design engineer.
“We take an idea and make it happen.”
Natures Creations takes into account every factor during
the design phase. They are not ones to use a tired blueprint
recycled from the latest startup software; Schneider and
his expert team of designers and builders review a home’s
surroundings before mixing in ideas gleaned from the
homeowner. If the home is in the high desert, for example,
the designers may suggest an exotic oasis; a mountain
backdrop may inspire a grotto covered in waves of grasses
and flowers. “If your home is a 19th century East Coast estate
and you want to capture the grace that defines this style of
home, I will design a pool and spa that reflects
and respects its past,” Schneider says.
Natures Creations, Inc.
From drafting the building plans to postPO Box 6698
construction maintenance, Natures Creations
Santa Fe, NM 87502
505-421-2600
offers total support to its clients. Known for
www.naturescreationsinc.com
using striking outdoor lighting features,
In Business for 30 Years
distinctive rockscaping and deck layouts, and
Builds 10 – 20 Pools per Year
assisting in landscape design, the company’s
Service Area
projects include not only outdoor pools, but
New Mexico, Colorado,
also spas and fountains.
and Texas
Additionally, Natures Creations constructs
indoor pool spaces that become the new family room
for many homes.
Natures Creations, a gold member of the Genesis 3
Design Group, also holds memberships in the Association
of Pool & Spa Professionals and the NMHBA, New Mexico
Home Builder’s Association. v
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